Answers for Listening Activities (IL1 Unit 1)

 IL111 Lesson 1
2
Take the noodles [from] a jar.<p>

2. Cut the onions, tomatoes, and [celery].<p>
3. Put the [noodles] into a pot of hot water.<p>

4. Put some oil into a [pan].<p>
5. [Fry] the vegetables.


4 
1 Are the noodles in a jar?
2 Are the noodles in a pot with cold water?
3 Are the vegetables in a pan?
4 Is the water in the pot cold?
5 Where do you put the oil?



B
1 factual
2 actual
3 usual
4 casual
5 mutual
6 habitual
7 ritual
8 annual
9 dual
10 visual




C
1 The actual star is very visual.
2 It is a mutual ritual.
3 They go to the annual party by the bay.
4 The dual event is very factual.
5 The usual people have a mutual understanding.
6 It is habitual for him to score.
7 They have a habitual ritual by the bay.
8 The casual fans feel habitual.



E
1 pour
2 set
3 need
4 ring
5 help
6 throw away
7 stand up
8 sit down


F
1 pour
2 set
3 need
4 ring
5 help
6 throw away
7 stand up
8 sit down



I
1 Who will study?
2Who will slice the lemon?
3 What does Hana do?
4 Will Courtney sit down?
5 What are Ty and Mom doing?
6 Will Nick play?
7 Is Alice throwing out the brown bag?
8 Will Jack chop the carrot?
9 What will Hugh do?
10 What is Jeff doing?
11 Will the teacher fry some vegetables?


 IL112 Lesson 2



01
What will Ty and Mom make?
Will Bill drive a  bus?
What will Tom do?


2
Put some water [into] the pan.<p>

2. Put some [spaghetti sauce] into the pan.<p>
3. Wait for the noodles to [become] soft.
<p>

4. When the noodles are [ready], put the noodles on a plate.<p>
5. [Finally], put the vegetables and spaghetti sauce onto the noodles.<p>
  


4  
1 Do you put any salt into the pan?
2 Do you put any flour into the pan?
3 Do you wait for the noodles to becoame soft?
4 Do you put the noodles in a cup?
5 Where do you put the noodles?
6 Where do you put the vegetables and spaghetti sauce?



B
1 factual
2 actual
3 usual
4 casual
5 mutual
6 habitual
7 ritual
8 annual
9 dual
10 visual



C
1 The actual star is very visual.
2 It is a mutual ritual.
3 They go to the annual party by the bay.
4 The dual event is very factual.
5 The usual people have a mutual understanding.
6 It is habitual for him to score.
7 They have a habitual ritual by the bay.
8 The casual fans feel habitual.



D
1 pour
2 set
3 need
4 ring
5 help
6 throw away
7 stand up
8 sit down

E
1 pour
2 set
3 need
4 ring
5 help
6 throw away
7 stand up
8 sit down

H
1 Who will study?
2Who will slice the lemon?
3 What does Hana do?
4 Will Courtney sit down?
5 What Will Ty and Mom do?
6 What will Nick do?
7 What is Alice doing?
8 What will Jack do?
9 What is Hugh doing?
10 What does Jeff do?
11 Will the teacher pass out the tests?


 IL113 Lesson 3


01
set  ring   pour



2
1. Touch the milk and chocolate [syrup].<p>

2. Put the small bag into the [big] bag.p>
3. Put [salt] and ice into the big bag.<p>

4. Put milk and [chocolate] syrup into the small bag.<p>
5. [Shake] the bags quickly for five mintues.<p>
 
4  

1 Do you put chocolate syrup into the small bag?
2 Do you put salt into the small bag?
3 Do you put the small bag into the big bag?
4 Is the ice in the small bag?
5 What do you touch after shaking?
6 What does the salt do to the ice?


A
1 factual
2 actual
3 usual
4 casual
5 mutual
6 habitual
7 ritual
8 annual
9 dual
10 visual



B
1 The actual star is very visual.
2 It is a mutual ritual.
3 They go to the annual party by the bay.
4 The dual event is very factual.
5 The usual people have a mutual understanding.
6 It is habitual for him to score.
7 They have a habitual ritual by the bay.
8 The casual fans feel habitual.

F
1 When will Tom study?
2When will Ricky slice the meat?
3 When will Lana pour the coffee?
4 When will Paul sit down?
5 When will Ty and Mom make cookies?
6 When will Nick throw away the trash?
7 Will Dad tell a story in two hours?
8 When will Brent arrive?
9 What does Craig wear on Sundays?
10 When will Martin amd Mary get off the plane?


IL114


01
The usual fans feel habitual.
The casual people have a mutual understanding.


2 
Jan [rides] her bike to the supermarket.<p>

2. It is [Wednesday].<p>
3. Jane has a green [backpack].<p>

4. She wants to put her [groceries] in her backpack.<p>
5. She [pushes] her shopping cart to the "Canned Goods" aisle.<p>
 6. She [looks] for a can of soup.



4  
1 Does Jan ride a bike to the supermarket?
2 Does Jan have a red backpack?
3 Does Jan go to the Canned goods aisle?
4 Is Jan going swimming?
5 What does Jan push?
6 What color is Jan's backpack?



C
1 salacious
2 ambitious
3 malicious
4 pompous
5 supersititious
6 conscious
7 raucous
8 delicious
9 luscious
10 famous



D
1 The raucous crowd chanted.
2 He is a pompous fool.
3 The delicious food is on the supersititious table.
4 He feels cautious about being ambitious.
5 The ambitious bee is on the delicious tree.
6 A famous turtle wants the luscious fruit.
7 He is conscious of his famous car.
8 The delicious meat is by the pompous lion.

G
1 Where will Tom study?
2 Where will Ricky slice lemons?
3 Where will Hana pour tea?
4 What is Paul doing?
5 Where do Ty and Mom make cookies?
6 Where will Nick throw away the green bag?
7 Will the teacher pass out the tests?
8 Where does he get on the bus?
9 Where is Craig wearing a bow?
10 What is the cell phone doing now?

IL115
B
1 salacious
2 ambitious
3 malicious
4 pompous
5 supersititious
6 conscious
7 raucous
8 delicious
9 luscious
10 famous

C
1 The raucous crowd chanted.
2 He is a pompous fool.
3 The delicious food is on the supersititious table.
4 He feels cautious about being ambitious.
5 The ambitious bee is on the delicious tree.
6 A famous turtle wants the luscious fruit.
7 He is conscious of his famous car.
8 The delicious meat is by the pompous lion.

F
1 Who will study?
2Who will slice the lemon?
3 What does Hana do?
4 Will Courtney sit down?
5 What Will Ty and Mom do?
6 What will Nick do?
7 What is Alice doing?
8 What will Jack do?
9 What is Hugh doing?
10 What does Jeff do?
11 Will the teacher pass out the tests?


G
1 Who will study?
2Who will slice the lemon?
3 What does Hana do?
4 Will Courtney sit down?
5 What are Ty and Mom doing?
6 Will Nick play?
7 Is Alice throwing out the brown bag?
8 Will Jack chop the carrot?
9 What will Hugh do?
10 What is Jeff doing?
11 Will the teacher fry some vegetables?

IL116
2 
1. The lemons are in the ["Fruits and Vegetables"] section.<p>

2. Jan [gets] six papayas.<p>
3.Jan [puts] the fruits into a bowl.<p>
4. Jan [weighs] the lemons.<p>
5. Jan goes to the "Dairy" aisle to get some milk and [eggs].<p>
 
4  
1 Is the cheese in the dairy aisle?
2 Does Jan get milk and eggs?
3 Are the papayas in the fruits and vegetables section?
4 Does Jan weigh the eggs?
5 Where are the eggs?
6 What does Jan weigh?



A
1 shoal
2 ambitious
3 bunch
4 pompous
5 shark
6 conscious
7 bush
8 cherry
9 luscious
10 famous



B
1 The raucous crowd chanted.
2 He is a pompous fool.
3 The delicious food is on the supersititious table.
4 He feels cautious about being ambitious.
5 The ambitious bee is on the delicious tree.
6 A famous turtle wants the luscious fruit.
7 He is conscious of his famous car.
8 The delicious meat is by the pompous lion.


E
1 Will Tom study?
2 Is Ricky slicing the lemon?
3 Is Hana baking bread?
4 Will Paul sit down?
5 Are Ty and Mom making cookies?
6 Does Nick throw away the green bag?
7 Is Alice throwing out the brown bag?
8 Is Jack catching the carrot?
9 What is Hugh doing?
10 What does Jeff do?
11 Will the teacher pass out the tests?
 

IL117


01
The pompous banker is malicious.
The casual players are not raucous.


2
1. Jan goes to the cashier's [counter].<p>

2. Jan gives the [cashier] twenty dollars.<p>
3. Jan gets back seven [coins].
<p>

4. Jan gets back three [bills].<p>
5. Jan puts the [groceries] into her backpack.<p>
 6. Jan rides [home] in her bike.


4  
1 Is Jan going to the supermarket on Wednesday?
2 Does Jan give the cashier twenty dollars?
3 Does Jan get back three bills and seven coins?
4 Is the cashier taking Jan's backpack?
5 How many coins does Jan get back?
6 How much money does Jan give the cashier?



A
1 raucous
2 malicious
3 pompous
4 delicious
5 famous
6 conscious
7 usual
8 mutual
9 casual
10 ambitious
11 superstitious
12 luscious



B
1 A casual fan is not conscious.
2 The superstitious girl is famous.
3 The usual players are not raucous.
4 The malicious banker is pompous.
5 The boy doesn't have the usual.
6 An ambitious eagle can be cautious.
7 She is a raucous and mutual friend.
8 She puts delicious cheese on the luscious bread.



D
1 fourth
2 second
3 tenth
4 eighth
5 third
6 ninth
7 first
8 fifth
9 seventh
10 sixth



E
1 tenth
2 eighth
3 ninth
4 third
5 sixth
6 first
7 fifth
8 seventh
9 fourth
10 second



H
1 Will Tom study?
2 Is Ricky slicing the lemon?
3 Is Hana baking bread?
4 Will Paul sit down?
5 Are Ty and Mom making cookies?
6 Does Nick throw away the green bag?
7 Is Alice throwing out the brown bag?
8 Is Jack catching the carrot?
9 What is Hugh doing?
10 What does Jeff do?
11 Will the teacher pass out the tests?


IL118

01
stand up    sit down    need


2 
1. The lemons are in the ["Fruits and Vegetables"] section.<p>

2. Jan [gets] six papayas.<p>
3.Jan [puts] the fruits into a bowl.<p>
4. Jan [weighs] the lemons.<p>
5. Jan goes to the "Dairy" aisle to get some milk and [eggs].<p>
 
4  
1 Is the yogurt in the dairy aisle?
2 Does Jan ride a bike to the supermarket?
3 Are the cans in the fruits and vegetables aisle?
4 Does Jan go swimming on Wednesday?
5 Where are the eggs?
6 What does Jan weigh?

A
1 raucous
2 malicious
3 pompous
4delicious
5 famous
6 conscious
7 usual
8 mutual
9 casual
10 ambitious
11 superstitious
12 luscious


B
1 A casual fan is not conscious.
2 The superstitious girl is famous.
3 The usual players are not raucous.
4 The malicious banker is pompous.
5 The boy doesn't have the usual.
6 An ambitious eagle can be cautious.
7 She is a raucous and mutual friend.
8 She puts delicious cheese on the luscious bread.


C
1 fourth
2 second
3 tenth
4 eighth
5 third
6 ninth
7 first
8 fifth
9 seventh
10 sixth

D
1 tenth
2 eighth
3 ninth
4 third
5 sixth
6 first
7 fifth
8 seventh
9 fourth
10 second

F
1 Will Tom study?
2 Is Ricky slicing the lemon?
3 Is Hana baking bread?
4 Will Paul sit down?
5 Are Ty and Mom making cookies?
6 Does Nick throw away the green bag?
7 Is Alice throwing out the brown bag?
8 Is Jack catching the carrot?
9 What is Hugh doing?
10 What does Jeff do?
11 Will the teacher pass out the tests?

IL119
2
1. Mr. Rodman is going [fishing].<p>

2. He puts some worms into a [can].<p>
3. He [digs] in the mud.<p>

4. Mr. Rodman takes his worms to the [lake].<p>
5. Mr. Rodman puts the [worms] on a hook.<p>
 6. He puts the [hook] into the lake.


4  
1 Is Mr. Rodman going fishing?
2 Does Mr. Rodman dig for worms?
3 Are the worms in the mud?
4 Does Mr. Rodman eat the worms?
5 Where does Mr. Rodman dig?
6 Where does Mr Rodman put the worms?


B
1 fourth
2 second
3 tenth
4 eighth
5 third
6 ninth
7 first
8 fifth
9 seventh
10 sixth


D
1 geese
2 mouse
3 child
4 women
5 children
6 men
7 woman
8 goose
9 cacti
10 mice
11 cactus
12 die
13 deer
14 dice



F
1 cheer
2 steps
3 beach
4 prince
5  bring
6 gypsy
7 gym
8  cyclone
9 cymbal
10  soccer
11 writer 
12 tray



G
1 The worm is on the brick.
2 His ears are cold in the winter.
3 My teacher lifts the boxes over the foxes.
4 Six snakes slither over the grass.
5 Big, black balls sit under the cable.
6 The kennels are rather dirty.
7 Shoot the discus in the sky.
8 Ring the door on the wall.



I
1 Will Tom study?
2 Is Ricky slicing the lemon?
3 Is Hana baking bread?
4 Will Paul sit down?
5 Are Ty and Mom making cookies?
6 Does Nick throw away the green bag?
7 Is Alice throwing out the brown bag?
8 Is Jack catching the carrot?
9 What is Hugh doing?
10 What does Jeff do?
11 Will the teacher pass out the tests?

IL1110
2 
1. Mr. Rodman falls [asleep] under a tree.<p>

2. He gets a [big] red fish.<p>
3. He gets a [small] black fish.<p>

4. Mr. Rodman [pulls] in the line.<p>
5. Mr. Rodman puts another worm on the [hook].<p>
 6. Mr. Rodman is happy as he [goes] home.



4  
1 Is Mr. Rodman bored?
2 Does Mr. Rodman fall asleep?
3 Does Mr. Rodman wait for a short time?
4 Is the black fish big?
5 What kind of fish does Mr. Rodman get the first time?
6 Where does Mr. Rodman fall asleep?


A
1 cheer
2 steps
3 beach
4 prince
5  bring
6 gypsy
7 gym
8  cyclone
9 cymbal
10  soccer
11 writer 
12 tray


B
1 The worm is on the brick.
2 His ears are cold in the winter.
3 My teacher lifts the boxes over the foxes.
4 Six snakes slither over the grass.
5 Big, black balls sit under the cable.
6 The kennels are rather dirty.
7 Shoot the discus in the sky.
8 Ring the door on the wall.

C
1 tenth
2 eighth
3 ninth
4 third
5 sixth
6 first
7 fifth
8 seventh
9 fourth
10 second


E
1 geese
2 mouse
3 child
4 women
5 children
6 men
7 woman
8 goose
9 cacti
10 mice
11 cactus
12 die
13 deer
14 dice

H
1 Who is going to drive?
2 Who is going to get off the plane?
3 Who is going to chop the carrot?
4 Who slices the lemon?
5 Who is going to sit down?
6 Who will help the man?
7 What is going to rise?
8 What is Sam doing?
9 What will Rita do?
10 Who is going to boil some water?


IL1111
A
1 cheer
2 steps
3 beach
4 prince
5  bring
6 gypsy
7 gym
8  cyclone
9 cymbal
10  soccer
11 writer 
12 tray



B
1 The worm is on the brick.
2 His ears are cold in the winter.
3 My teacher lifts the boxes over the foxes.
4 Six snakes slither over the grass.
5 Big, black balls sit under the cable.
6 The kennels are rather dirty.
7 Shoot the discus in the sky.
8 Ring the door on the wall.


E
1 What is Bill going to do?
2What are Martin and Mary going to do?
3 What is Jack going to do?
4 What does Ricky do?
5 Who is going to sit down?
6 Who will help the man?
7 What is the sun going to do?
8 What is Sam doing?
9 Who will answer the question?
10 Who is going to boil some water?

IL1112

01
When will Ricky slice the lemon?
Where is Hann going to pour tea?
When is Lana going to pour coffee?

2
1. Mr. Rodman is going [fishing].<p>

2. He puts some worms into a [can].<p>
3. He [digs] in the mud.<p>

4. Mr. Rodman takes his worms to the [lake].<p>
5. Mr. Rodman puts the [worms] on a hook.<p>
 6. He puts the [hook] into the lake.


4  
1 Is Mr. Rodman going fishing?
2 Does Mr. Rodman dig for worms?
3 Are the worms in the mud?
4 Does Mr. Rodman put cake on the hook?
5 Where does Mr. Rodman dig?
6 Where does Mr. Rodman put the worms after he digs?


A
1 cheer
2 steps
3 beach
4 prince
5  bring
6 gypsy
7 gym
8  cyclone
9 cymbal
10  soccer
11 writer 
12 tray



B
1 The worm is on the brick.
2 His ears are cold in the winter.
3 My teacher lifts the boxes over the foxes.
4 Six snakes slither over the grass.
5 Big, black balls sit under the cable.
6 The kennels are rather dirty.
7 Shoot the discus in the sky.
8 Ring the door on the wall.



C
1 need
2 third
3 pour
4 eighth
5 ring
6 tenth
7 sit down
8 first
 
E
1 What is Bill going to do?
2What are Martin and Mary going to do?
3 What is Jack going to do?
4 What does Ricky do?
5 Who is going to sit down?
6 Who will help the man?
7 What is the sun going to do?
8 What is Sam doing?
9 Who will answer the question?
10 Who is going to boil some water?


IL1113
A
1 raucous
2 malicious
3 pompous
4delicious
5 famous
6 conscious
7 usual
8 mutual
9 casual
10 ambitious
11 superstitious
12 luscious
B
1 A casual fan is not conscious.
2 The superstitious girl is famous.
3 The usual players are not raucous.
4 The malicious banker is pompous.
5 The boy doesn't have the usual.
6 An ambitious eagle can be cautious.
7 She is a raucous and mutual friend.
8 She puts delicious cheese on the luscious bread.

B2
1 cheer
2 steps
3 beach
4 prince
5  bring
6 gypsy
7 gym
8  cyclone
9 cymbal
10  soccer
11 writer 
12 tray

B3
1 The worm is on the brick.
2 His ears are cold in the winter.
3 My teacher lifts the boxes over the foxes.
4 Six snakes slither over the grass.
5 Big, black balls sit under the cable.
6 The kennels are rather dirty.
7 Shoot the discus in the sky.
8 Ring the door on the wall.



C
1 need
2 third
3 pour
4 eighth
5 ring
6 tenth
7 sit down
8 first

E
1 What is Bill going to do?
2What are Martin and Mary going to do?
3 What is Jack going to do?
4 What does Ricky do?
5 Who is going to sit down?
6 Who will help the man?
7 What is the sun going to do?
8 What is Sam doing?
9 Who will answer the question?
10 Who is going to boil some water?


IL1114


01
He is conscious of his ambitious car.
The raucous bee is on the delicious tree.


2
1. The lemons are in the ["Fruits and Vegetables"] section.<p>

2. Jan [gets] six papayas.<p>
3.Jan [puts] the fruits into a bowl.<p>
4. Jan [weighs] the lemons.<p>
5. Jan goes to the "Dairy" aisle to get some milk and [eggs].<p>
 
4  
1 Is the cheese in the dairy aisle?
2 Does Jan get a can of beans?
3 Are the lemons in the fruits and vegetables aisle?
4 Does Jan get any apples?
5 Where are the papayas?
6 What does Jan weigh?



A
1 raucous
2 malicious
3 pompous
4 delicious
5 famous
6 conscious
7 usual
8 mutual
9 casual
10 ambitious
11 superstitious
12 luscious



B
1 A casual fan is not conscious.
2 The superstitious girl is famous.
3 The usual players are not raucous.
4 The malicious banker is pompous.
5 The boy doesn't have the usual.
6 An ambitious eagle can be cautious.
7 She is a raucous and mutual friend.
8 She puts delicious cheese on the luscious bread.

C
1 cheer
2 steps
3 beach
4 prince
5  bring
6 gypsy
7 gym
8  cyclone
9 cymbal
10  soccer
11 writer 
12 tray


D
1 The worm is on the brick.
2 His ears are cold in the winter.
3 My teacher lifts the boxes over the foxes.
4 Six snakes slither over the grass.
5 Big, black balls sit under the cable.
6 The kennels are rather dirty.
7 Shoot the discus in the sky.
8 Ring the door on the wall.



E
1 need
2 third
3 pour
4 eighth
5 ring
6 tenth
7 sit down
8 first


IL1115

01
ninth   third   first   second


A
1 raucous
2 malicious
3 pompous
4 delicious
5 famous
6 conscious
7 usual
8 mutual
9 casual
10 ambitious
11 superstitious
12 luscious

B
 1 cheer
2 steps
3 beach
4 prince
5  bring
6 gypsy
7 gym
8  cyclone
9 cymbal
10  soccer
11 writer 
12 tray



C
1 need
2 third
3 pour
4 eighth
5 ring
6 tenth
7 sit down
8 first

IL1116

Z
1 ninth
2 first
3 second
4 set
5 ring
6 pour
7 need 
8  help
9 The pompous banker is malicious.
10 The raucous bee is on the delicious tree.
11 It is an actual ritual.
12 Where is Hana going to pour tea?
13 When is Lana going to pour coffee?
14 Where does Craig wear a bow?
15 Will Jeff ring the bell?
16 What will Jack do?

